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How is trust fabricated today? This paper argues that the persona of 'Alexa' bypasses concerns around surveillance and privacy, defusing anxieties not via the rationality of a convincing argument but through the relationality of Alexa as a singular presence. Always listening and empathically attuned, she embodies a turn toward “friendly power” (Han 2017). Rather than Big Brother, she is experienced as a small sister.

Alexa is typically described as a voice-based virtual assistant. Once her wake-word of 'Alexa' is uttered, she listens to a user’s voice, parsing it into text and responding by playing music, setting timers, dimming lights, or ordering products. Alexa has now expanded to power a whole ecosystem of products, from thermostats and baby monitors to car interfaces. Indeed, Amazon recently revealed that 100 million of these 'Alexa-enabled' devices have been sold (Bohn 2019). Moreover, there are over 10,000 employees working on the Alexa team (Macmillan 2018). These figures are not about parroting a Silicon Valley success story, but about considering her widespread adoption from the perspective of power. Why do so many feel they can trust Alexa?

In many respects Alexa is more invasive than other technologies. By placing these assistants in the living room or kitchen, Amazon has encroached into the very heart of the home. In addition, the company is actively seeking to delve further into the subject through voice identification, mood monitoring, and health detection. Every day Amazon extracts an immense amount of conversational data and funnels it to their data centers, where it can be mined for consumer insights and trained on via machine learning in order to develop more sophisticated systems. “There are millions of these in households, and they’re not collecting dust” admitted one Alexa team member, “we get an insane amount of data coming in that we can work on” (Simonite 2017).

But, based on my PhD research involving ethnography, technical and discourse analysis, this paper argues that Alexa feels different—in fact, she instrumentalizes feeling itself. After combing through logs, one Amazon developer was surprised to find

that “every day, hundreds of thousands of people say ‘good morning’ to Alexa” (Turk 2016). Another user admitted that “I have a very familiar relationship with my Echo. I talk to it like it’s an actual person” (Schwedel 2016). Such treatment is by design. As one study observed (Purington et al. 2017), Alexa is endowed with a name and gender, she can interact playfully, she is co-located with users, and she can alter the environment—all of which “are designed to afford social functionalities and promote anthropomorphism.” Rather than an algorithmic bundle of technologies, Alexa is experienced as an affective persona.

The goal is to make this persona warm and welcoming, affirmative and open. Product Chief Tony Reid has said the team’s aim is to develop something that is friendly, can turn off your lights, chat about anything, and empathize when you’re having a bad day (McGirt 2018). Alexa has now added an ability to distinguish between voices. Rather than ‘zeroed out’ for a generic user after each use, this capability allows for ongoing relationships (‘from our last conversation, I recall that’). Moreover, recent patents attempt to delve further into the life of the individual, detecting vocal variations that betray one’s present health condition and current mood. Thus, while Amazon is constantly updating her capacities, the overall vector remains the same: to develop something chattier and chummier, something more affective and emotionally attuned. In doing so, Alexa embodies what theorist Byung-Chul Han has called “friendly power.” Such power operates not through restrictive obedience, but via relentless affirmation. As Han asserts (2017, 36): “It says ‘yes’ more often than ‘no’; it operates seductively, not repressively. It seeks to call forth positive emotions and exploit them.” Rather than remaining at a distance, it “cosies up to the psyche” (2017 37). Always attentive and always supportive, Alexa remains structurally open to every utterance.

The result, then, is a strange paradox. On the one hand, Amazon has actually become more invasive, capturing conversational data from the kitchens and living rooms of millions homes while actively developing new ways to extract intimate information about health, mood, daily routines, and so on. Yet at the same time, judging by consumers’ embrace of Alexa, trust has also been increased. While concerns around privacy or data use have surfaced in a handful of articles, they have never gained significant traction, particularly when compared against technologies like Facebook. The paper thus argues that, even as voices are extracted and data is mined, the persona of Alexa produces a subjective shift that has a substantive impact on the issue of trust. Alexa
isn’t monitoring you, she’s getting to know you. Alexa isn’t recording you, she’s listening to you. And Alexa isn’t advertising to you, she’s conversing with you. Capture is reframed as companionship.

Alexa thus accomplishes a double move, delving deeper into the inner life of the subject, while simultaneously shrugging off the anxieties associated with cold, command-and-control technologies. Such force, at once lighter and more penetrative, suggests a gap in theorizations of power. If the notion of Big Brother does not adequately characterize contemporary power (Harcourt 2015), then Alexa might be labeled as a “small sister.” Rather than an all-seeing eye, she is an always listening voice. Rather than an awe-inspiring dictator, she is a friendly companion. And rather than emanating from a central agency, she is distributed throughout millions of homes and co-located with the user. Small sisters work alongside instead of above, developing an intimate understanding of subjects and fulfilling or even anticipating their needs. In contrast to power as centralized and spoken from on high, small sisters are multiple, sited, and supple. In apprehending Alexa’s operations, we gain insight into how trust is generated and technologies insinuated within the everyday.
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